
NFA Photographer Quiz 
True / False  I get a little lusty for camera gear.       

True / False  I see potential photographs everywhere I go.     

True / False  I’m serious about my lenses.        

True / False  I see beauty in strange places.       

True / False  I believe in film.         

True / False  I recognize the aesthetics of shadows, textures, colors and shapes.  

True / False  I’ve been known to print photos larger than 8 x 10.     

True / False  I have strong opinions about black and white.     

True / False  I will never fully organize all of my image files.     

True / False  I often start photoshopping an image (in my mind) before I snap the  
   shutter.          

True / False  I’m partial to aperture priority.       

True / False  I know the names of my favorite photographers.     

True / False  I’m kind of obsessed with filters.       

True / False  Try as I might, I doubt I will ever take an absolutely perfect photograph.  

True / False  There are photo books on my coffee table, book shelf and/ or night  
   stand.           

True / False  I hang around the mailbox waiting for my photo mags.    

True / False  I spend real money on photo gear and/ or software.    

True / False  I enjoy debating the pro’s and con’s of various photofinishing textures.  



True / False  My framing habit probably should be considered a line item.   

True / False  I kind of judge other photographers based on their camera bodies.  

One point for TRUE.  
Zero points for FALSE. 
              

17- 20  Time to buy new shoes for your NYC gallery show! 
13-16  You’re a few snaps away from pure awesome. 
9-12  Time for a photo adventure to get inspired. 
4-8  Back to basics. 
0-3  Make sure you’re pointing that thing in the right direction. 
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